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45 ORIGIN NEA-15
INFO OCT-01 SS-20 NSC-10 PRS-01 RSC-01 /O48/R
66601
DRAFTED BY: NEA\VAR\ MSTERNER
APPROVED BY: NEA - JOSEPH J. SISCO
WHITE HOUSE - MR. HOSKINSON
S/S - MR. BREWSTER
NEA - MR. AHERTON

031815Z JUL 71
FM SECSTATE\WASHDC:
TO USINT CAIRO PRIORITY
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1. PLEASE ASK THAT FOLLOWING MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT NIXON
BE CONVEYED TO PRESIDENT SADAT:

2. QTE DEAR PRESIDENT SADAT:

I WAS DEEPLY SORRY TO HEAR OF YOUR FATHER'S DEATH. PLEASE
ACCEPT MY SINCERE CONDOLENCES ON THIS VERY SAD OCCASION
FOR YOU.

RICHARD NIXON UNQUOTE. ROGERS.

RECEIVED
JUL 8 1971
CENTRAL FILES
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